
 

Terms of Rental Agreement for Party Games 

As, by their inherent nature, the games will be played with and used by a lot of 
people (often children) at a party or event; we require a security deposit (on top 
of the rentals cost). Once the games are returned in good condition, the deposit is 
returned to you. This is a % of the game’s rental cost, about 30-50%, except for the 
jumping castles, which require a bigger security deposit. This deposit is refunded 
within 36 hours after the Castle’s return, so that we have time to inflate and check 
its condition. This refund would be done online, but can be in any form you wish, 
eg pick up your cash deposit. 
 
We don’t expect you to clean the items when done; that’s our job. But if something 
should somehow get rather dirty, we ask that you wipe it down well before its 
return. 
 
We do expect you to treat the property like it’s your own; like you just purchased 
it. If it is un-necessarily damaged, chipped, scratched etc, you will be expected to 
pay for it. (Hate to state the obvious like this, but some people drag and shove our 
property around rather like an old tyre!) We are supplying cute little (in-expensive) 
hand-painted and light-weight items – due care is important. 
 
Some Games have some fairly fragile components, so they need to be treated that 
way. This is particularly true when picking up/packing up the Games. Often an un-
witting helper can hurry along to help (roughly) to pack equipment for you, but in 
any case you are responsible for good care and proper use of the equipment. Just 
like renting a suit, car, hotel room, popcorn machine or a computer – the goods 
must be used and handled with appropriate care, to avoid un-necessary problems. 
 
Children will be children, bless them, they can and often will break things they play 
with. The Games must have adult supervision at all times, with responsibility taken 
to ensure the games’ proper and organized use. Children should never move the 
Games around or jump or climb on them. (Jumping castle excluded! ) 
 
Games are not to be used for any other purpose than intended, and are not to be 
altered. Games that are supplied with protective covers must be returned that 
way. When the rented items are returned, you need to allow enough time for us to 
quickly inspect the equipment, so that we can give/confirm your security deposit 
refund. Note that if any item/s is missing, or so damaged that it needs repair or 
replacement, you will be required to pay the complete cost of the repair or 
replacement. 
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